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1. Summary of Progress
	
1.1 This section itemises the work programmes for the three modules covered by this report
together with the principal objectives and the progress that has been made on the various
items. Inevitablyin such a complex work programmesome items have proceeded quicker
than expected, but converselyothers have experienced some delay. The Technical Sub
Group for Modules 1and 2 met on the 14May 1996 when a presentation was made of the
progress on the project. It was agreed subsequentlywith DOE that the present interim report
would summarise the results to date and wauld be supported by appendices which would be
made available to anyonewho requires furiher detail. The objectives below are as
included in the tender document to the DOE. The project started on 1 September,
months remain before completion of the first years work.
1.2 Module 1A
1.2.1 Objectives
To improve the measure of change in species composition.
To describe ecological associationswithin vegetation.
To characterisethe changes in terms of plant strategytheory.
To develop indicators of environmentalquality, (ie. species indicative of
high quality in particular habitats).
To provide information to the CIS.
To develop statisticalprocedures for estimatingerrors in vegetation samples.
1.2.2 The main itemsof work are as follows:
Year One
Developmentof statistics programme;
Modificationto CISsoftware to allow input of national
estimatesbasedon quadratdata;
Constructionof classifications;
Comparisonwithenvironmentaldata,andlandcover
Analysis-ofstockandchangeforarealandlinearfeatures;
Estimationof nationalfigures;
8. UCPE: analysisof datain termsofplantstrategytheory;
Consultationwithconservationagenciesre. 'qualityspecies';
i. Preparationof interimtechnicalreport.
Year Two
j. Collateresponsefromconsultationexercise;
Interpretationof 1JCPEanalysisof stockandchangedata;
1. Interpretationof resultsforeachvegetationcategory;
Comparisonof linearandarealfeatures;
Applicationof qualitycriteria;
Developmentof hypotheseson causesof changeasinputto
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Module 6;
p. Inputof results onto CIS;
Organise seminar;
Hold seminar;
Produce final technical report;
Produce draft of scientific papers.
Year Three
Complete scientific papers.
1.2.3 Progress
The statistics programmehas been completed.
The necessarymodificationshave been defined and DART computing are
currently implementingthe changes.
The classificationhas been constructed.
Land cover and species frequency have been compared with the
classificationand the analysisof environdiental data is in •hand.
e. Stock and change have been analysed for aerial and linear features,but
further more detailed, work is required for individual vegetation classes.
National figures have been produced for the.area covered by.vegetation
classes together with standard errors and estimates for linear features are in
hand.
" Initial analyseshave been carried out, further more detailed work is
planned for the autumn.
This item of work has been delayed because of staff changes and will now
be started in the autumn.
Covered by the present report.
j, n, q - u Havenot yet been started.
k,l,m,n&o Workhas alreadycommenced on these items, some of which is as
reported in the present document.
1.3 Module 1B
The work on this Module, funded by NERC, has been delayed because of staff changes,
however, some initial analysesare included.
1.4 Module2A
,1.4.1• Objeetives
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To provide vernacular descriptions of CS1990 vegetation categories.
To provide a comparison of the classificationsproduced in CSI990 with
those from other surveys.
To compare the vegetation classes with quadrat data recorded in Northern
Ireland(NI).
1.4.2 Work Programme
Year One
Developmultivariate methods for allocatingnew data to existing
classifications; •
convert statistics to a general-purposecomputer programme;
producedescriptions of CS1990 vegetationclassification;
liaisonwith Dr Andrew Malloch to obtain NVC source data in a suitable
format;
use statisticsprogramme to allocate CS1990 classes to NVC;
use statisticsprogranime to allocate N Ireland quadrats to CS1990
classes;
g• compareCS1990 plot classes with JNCC Phase 1/Biodiversity
targets/Habitatsdirective classifications,based on interpretation of
defmitions;
produce interim technical report_
Year Two
Liaise with DART Computing to make necessary amendments to
LUCID software;
interpretNVC/CS1990 comparison; enter new information onto
LUCID.
1.4.3 Progress
A varietyof multivariate methods have been compared and two have been
selectedfrom the comparisons.
Work is currently proceeding with DART Computing to produce the general
purpose programme.
_ .
The CS 1990 vegetation classes produced in the Main Report have been
comparedwith phase one habitat surveycategories. In discussion with DOE
it was decided not to proceed further with descriptionsof these classes, but
to concentratethe effort on the classes produced in Module lA (item g.
below).
& e. Discussionswith Dr Andrew Malloch and Dr John Rodwell have revealed
that the source data is not a suitable format for direct comparison using the
statisticalprocedure 2.13.4 in section 2.13. The existing MATCH and
TABLEFITprogrammes cannot therefore be improved. The subcontract to
Lancaster Universityhas thereforebeen niodified to enable Dr John Rddwell
to participatein the Technical Sub Group for Modules 1 and 2 and to
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commenton the relationshipbetween the classes produced in Module lA
and the NVC.
Dr Alan Cooper is currentlycarrying out a joint analysisof Northern Ireland
and GB quadrats in order to determine the relative overlap between the
vegetation.
Work is in progress to compare the classes produced in Module lA with
other relevant classifications.
Covered in the present document.
Discussionshave been held with DART Computing and appropriate
amendmentsto LUCID software are in hand.
— Work has commencedon the comparison of the classes used on Module lA
with NVC and further detailed analyses will be canied out in due course.
2. Methodology
Foreword
2.1. The main objective of these Modules is to define the range of variation and change within the
vegetation of the widercountryside and to relate this to other classifications concerned
primarily with semi-natural,relatively undisturbed vegetation. Within much of lowland
Britain, such vegetationis fragmented, or occurs within designated areas. However,previous
work in the EcologicalConsequence of Land Use Change (ECOLUC) project showed that
considerablebotanical capital still remained in such landscapes, especially in linear features.
The sampling approachemployed, described in the CS 1990 Main Report, is designed to
determine the relativecontribution of these elements.
2.2 Within the uplands the vegetation is relativelyundisturbed, so that there is a greater degree of
correspondencebetween the relevant CS 1990 main plot classes and say, the National
Vegetation Classificationcategories. By contrast, much of the vegetation on intensively
farmed atricultural land is highly disturbed. There also will inevitablybe differences
between the classesproduced because of the contrastbetween random sampling and the
selection of relevees within selected, homogeneousvegetationunits.
2.3 The difference betweenthe intilitive approach,developedon the continent and
phytosociologyand quantativevegetation science was extensivelydiscussed in the literature
of the 1960's.The random sampling procedures used in CS 1990, inevitably miss many areas
of vegetationof high floristic interest to phytosocologists. For example the gradient of
vegetation within a lake margin may proceed from aquaticvegetation, with water lilies,
through reed beds, to fen and woodland within 10 metres. Whilst these zones would be
treated separatelyfor phytosociological analysis,they are likely either to be missed by
random sampling or an individual quadrat may straddle the intuitive boundaries between
them. Module 8 of the ECOFACT programme is concernedwith the different approaches to --
vegetation monitoringand analysis and further explores the different objectives and
procedures followed.
2.4 The main part of the present Interim Report describesthe procedures and initial results of the
analysis of vegetationand change in the wider countryside(Module IA). The approachesto
developing links with existing vegetationclassificationsare also described, in which
analogousprocedures to those developed under the Land Cover Definition Project (LUCID)
are to be used. The principal results currently achievedare presented in the present Interim
Report, with supportingappendices being availableon request.
--
2.5 The main procedures and concepts followed in the statisticalanalyses of the vegetationdata
are described in the CS 1990 Main Report. In summary,TWINSPAN was used to classify
the sample quadrats into relatively homogeneous classes,which were then aggregated
intuitively into groups of classes depending upon their relative positions on the first
. DECORANA axis. The entire data set includes both those plots sampled in 1978 and 1990,
as well as all the additionalplots only recorded in 1990, in order to determine shifts between
classes and to produce the matrix of change. Separateclassifications were constructed for
random plots, verges, hedgerowsand stream sides.
2.6 The sampleplots are classified into relatively homogenousplot classes according to their
species composition. All species, including taxonomicaggregatesare used for this purpose
but only the taxonomicallysound species (category 1) are used to assess change in species
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number. The plot classes may then be described, either by their vegetationcharacteristics or
by the environmentsin which they are growing. In the same way as the plots can be
classified,so can the species be classified into groups (species groups). that show similar
ecological amplitudes,with respect to the major environmental factors. Both can then be
ordered according to the principal gradient within the vegetation data, so that the species
groups and plot classes are ordered in the same way to give structure to the tabulations. As
the principal gradient is from vegetationtypical of highly disturbed nutrient rich situations to
stable vegetation in nutrient poor conditions, so the arable fields contain species groups
consisting of weeds whereas at the other extreme moorland contains species groups of plants
from the uplands. This procedure is the same as that used in phytosociologyand is as
represented graphicallyin the CS 1990 Main Report. The species groups have not yet been
constructed and are part of the next phase of the work programme.
	
2.7 The same generalprocedures were followed in the present analyses with two main exceptions
described below. Firstly, whilst analysingthe data for the calcareous landscape in the
Threatened Habitats project, data from roadside verges were incorporatedwith samples
drawn froth open countryside in order to determine whether fragmentsof chalk grassland
remained in the landscape outside the main land cover parcels. Although these quadrats
were of a different size it was found that species composition overrode this difference and
that the verges had affinities with overgrown,tall grasslandrather than from herb rich -
vegetation in calcareoussituations. The verges therefore had little to contribute to the caththl
of chalk grasslandeven although some deep road cuttings have rich assemblages. The
success of this combined analysis of vegetationat the landscape level, to determine the
contibution of different elements in the landscape, led to the decision to assess the potential
of incorporating all quadrats from CS 1990 into a unified analysis. Such a procedure is —
designed to identify similar assemblagesof species in different landscape elements and tot
provide therefore a useful measure of biodiversity,at the vegetation level. Furthermore, it
would result in a single classificationwith which users could gain familiarityrather than the
four different classificationsused in the CS 1990 Main Report.
	
2.8 Accordingly, a combined analysisof all quadrats recorded in 1978 and 1990 was carried out
in what is termed, "the unified classification". The results from this analysis were readily
interpretable with the inherent characteristicsof the species compositionof the plants ,
overriding differences in quadrat size. Sensitivity tests were considered,but were difficult to
design and the stabilityshown in the first two analysescarried out led to the decision
discussed further in 3.1.5.
	
2.9 A variety of procedures have been used to determine the number of final classes to accept
from the TWINSPAN analysis. The most consistentprocedure and the one most applicable
to different analyses,is to set a minimum size for members of a class, and then to stop the
division if the number falls below that size. The principal alternativeof examining the
variance within the classes is impracticalbecause different parameters within the classes
show different variances. The above procedure has the advantage that it could be applied in
exactly the same way to both the GB data set for DOE (under Module 1A) and the England
and Wales data set for MAFF(under Module 1C,not covered in this report) and will also be
used for the SOAEFD Module . Inevitably,the number of final classes will differ but will
reflect the degree of variation within the data since the analyticalprocedure in general
divides areas of high botanical variationmore finely. The division was allowed to the third
level, of eight classesbefore this procedure was applied and then terminated at the sixth
level, with those classeswith over 300 plots being taken to the eighth division.
2240 The second differenceto the CS 1990 procedure was that, in order to have a standard
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procedure to apply to the three major analyses, an agglomerativestatistical procedure was
used to group the TWINSPAN classes into smaller, more general groups of classes according
to their ecological affinities. Ward's minimal variance was adopted for this purpose, using
the first three DECORANA axes with the aggregationbeing taken to a.number of groups
(termed hyper-classes)considered as appropriateaccording to the structure of the hierarchy
(eight in the DOE analysis and six in the MAFF analysis). In discussion with DOE, it was
decided in addition to use expert judgment to determine an intermediate number of classes
that would match as closely as possible the categoriesused in the BiodiversitySteering
Group Report. In this way strict numerical rules are applied to classes subjected to statistical
analysis, but judgment is used to match divisions that are compacibleto an existing
classification.
	
2.11 Whilst a relatively large number of final classes is required to express the variation within the
data, many of the classes do not have sufficientplots to determine change between 1978 and
1990. As in the CS 1990 main report therefore the major analysis of change have been
carried out using the hyper-classes structure within the four landscape types determinedby
aggregatiOnof the ITE land classes. Subsequent data may be extracted from some of the
larger classes that have an adequate number of plots to enable statistical comparisonsto be
carried out The unified classification allows comparisonsof change to be carried out at the
landscape level, rather than as previously by different elements, such as hedges. One of the
conclusions of the CS 199 Main Report was that the characteristics of the species being ldst--
were similar between elements e.g. meadows were lost from fields, hedges and streams. If .
such trends were consistent across landscapes, then it would be expected that the observed
changes would increase in their level of statisticalsignificance. The results reported below
will discuss this hypothesis in relation to the work programme,but the next stage in the _
analysiswill need to examine the elements separately,in order to determine whether the _..,
trends are in the same direction. The unified classificationwill be instrumental in providing •
a common basis for such comparisons.
2.12 The procedure for determinirigthe standard errors associatedwith estimates of the land cover
is described in Appendix 1 of this report. Previouslythe vegetation classes have onlybeen
reported as the number of plots present within them. However, within each kilometre square
there are fiveplots which are representative of the vegetativearea available which depends
upon how much land is covered by urban, water or sea. The procedure that has been
developed for the estimationof the relative areas occupied by the vegetation classes uses the
relative weights by kilometre squares, accumulatesthe variance by land class and then
determines the standard error for GB. The principles of the procedure are the same as those
described for land cover given in the CS 1990 Main Report and are currently being
incorporated into the CIS to enable regional estimatesof the relative cover of vegetation -- --
classes to be determined. The same principles apply to the estimation of the proportion of
vegetation classes in linear features except the weightingsare determined by relative lengths
of the feature concerned. The targeted plots for nature conservation cannot be assessed in
this way since they are not placed at random. The procedure is discussed further in
Appendix 1.
	
2.13 In discussionsheld during the preparatory work for this Module it has become clear that
there are a variety of different levels at which comparisonscan be made between
classifications. These levels are partly determinedby the requirements of the comparison and
partly by the level of detail available concerningthe base data. Vegetation data are
continuouslyvariable and therefore, except in exceptionalcircumstances, there are no gaps
between groups of individuals that form a given class compared with a neighbouring class.
There is an extensiveliterature identifying analyticalprocedures appropriate to vegetation
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classification, incorporatingphilosophical and statistical considerations, which are familiar
to vegetationscientists, but not to users unfamiliar with such analyticalprocedures.
Differencesbetween classes may be due to data collection methods, the domain covered by
the sample or by analyticalprocedures. Figure 1. shows a base classificationdefined in a
series of classes on the first two aXisof an ordination using the classic procedure of
expressing the space occupied within the vegetationclass. On top of this basic classification
two other classes, A and B have been superimposed. Class A, fits within the range of one of
the initial classes i.e. it reflects a finer division within the range of that class. Class B,
overlaps several different classes and therefore is not mutually exclusive to any one class.
This diagrampresents the central problem of Module 2 in which the objective is to •
demonstrate the links between different classifications.There are four principle levels which
need to be considered:
2.13.1. Intuitivecomparisonusing expert judgement. This approach can be carried out at a
variety of levels of detail. For example some classificationshave only a one line
descriptionof a vegetationclass whereas others have a wealth of supporting
information. The comparisonscarried out for land cover definitionsreported in
LUCID provide an example of the way such comparisons can be formalised.The
report on Northern Ireland in the present project (Appendix 2) is a example of this
approach. The prolifefationof classifications without adequate supporting data lead
to difficulties in making comparisons and inevitably there is rarely any quantative
measureof the degree of similarity between classes.
2.13.2. Distancemeasures can be used if the average composition of a class is known in -- - -
terms of species frequency or from constructed associationtables which may include,
informationon constancy. The MATCH and TABLEFIT Programmesuse this
approach which inevitablyignores the internal variabilitypresent between the
componentvegetationsamples combined within a given class either from analysis or
by interpretation.
2.13.3. Ordinationscores from the initial analysis can be held relativelyeasily within a data
base managementsystem. The composition of a new vegetation sample can then be
determinedby using these scores in order to make a comparisonbetween the
compositionof a new plot with the existing unified analysis. A computer procedure
(Convexhulls) is being developed to present such comparisonsgraphically and will
be availableeventuallyon the CIS.
2.13.4. A statisticalanalyticalprocedure allowing for variabilitybetween samples is
necessaryto effect a full statisticalcomparison. A variety of techniques have been
considered in the present project and the procedure involving classification and
RegressionTrees has been selected as being the most efficient in computing time and
statisticalrobustness. A general purpose computer programmeto execute this
procedure is currentlybeing developed.
8
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Figure 1.
Diagrammaticrepresentationof a base classificationcomparedwith
two classesderivedfrom differentdata sets.One and four are shadedto indicatethat the outlinesare made up of constituentpoints representing
plots.
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therefore be used as a good measureof biodiversity,as described in the CS
1990 Main Report. The preparatorywork in ECOLUC described the three
main levels used in assessingbiodiversitywithin vegetation, all of which
depend on the analysis of the basic speciesdata.
Vegetation classes.
Species groups.
Species number.
In some landscapes, as reported in the Threatened Habitats Project, these will
coincide, but in others they will differ in ranking.
3.1.2 The classificationproduced 100 classes with a further class consisting of
plots from saltmarsh vegetation;the latter was omitted from the classification,
as in the CS 1990procedure, because they are so different from the rest of the
population. Another class is taken up of plots which fell onto bare ground; ..
these need to be included in the calculationsof vegetation area since they
occupy a proportion of the sample. The classes are ordered accordingto their
position on the first axis of the DECORANAordination, rather than in the
sequence that comes from the TWINSPANoutput, this is because within
such a large analyses vegetationclasses with similar ecological affinitiesniar
occur in widely differentparts of the hierarchy. For example some vegetation -
classes from arable fields occurred withinthe first division of the
1'WINSPANclassification,whereas others were identified in later sections of
the hierarchy.
3.1.3 The progranune for calculatingthe error terms associated with the calculated
area covered by the vegetationclassesgave figures for class one of 3834 krri
square with a standard error of 843 and for class ninety-four 2825 km square
with a standardtrror of 541. These figures are similar to those attached to
the landcover estimates in the CS 1990Main Report and are the first
produced for vegetationclasses at a national level. The estimates for the
remaining classes are currentlybeing carried out.
3.1.4 The dendrogramof the Ward's method clustering of DECORANA scores is
given in Figure 2. The eight hyper-classeswere the level below which
fragmentationtook place. Provisionalnames have been attached to the hyper-
classes,but further discussion is requiredbefore they are finally determined.
The final level of the dendrograrnsuggest that there is a degree of similarity
between some of the classes, but it was decided to keep them separate as they
were likely to be different in some aspectsof their species composition.
Interpretationof the species frequencyand cover data described below also
suggest that this number of classes (100), although technically required to
express the variation may be too difficult to interpret to match traditional
classificationsin a readily availableformat. In discussion with the DOE, it
was concluded that an intermediatedlevel of classification was required to
provide a link with the BiodiversityAction Plan recommendations and the
recent Steering Group Report, as mentionedin the methodologysection.
This intermediate level will be definedusing ecologicaljudgement.
11
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3.1.5 As mentioned in the methodologysection, it is useful to examine the relative
positions of the classes upon the first two axes as determinedby the
ordination procedure DECORANA (Figure 3). These axes are abstracts, but
can be interpreted in terms of the ecology of species at either end of the
gradient. The axes are constructed only in terms of their species composition
and do not contain any environmental information, although most ecologists
interpret them in environmental terms. In the GB analysis the primary
gradient is from vegetation from arable fields through to short term
grasslands,.lowlandgrasslands, upland grasslands and, at the opposite
extreme, heath and bog. Within the arable fields the vegetation is made up of
species from highly disturbed and nutrient rich soils whereas at the opposite
extreme it is made up of species from nutrient poor peats and podzols. The
secondary gradient identifies woodland vegetation at one extreme whereas at
the other the vegetation from arable fields and heath and bogs are in a similar
position on the gradient since neither has an affinity with woodland cover.
Figure 3 presents the position of the 100 classes on the first two axes with the
eight hyper-classesbeing separated by arbitrary lines, which tend to over
emphasise visually the differences between them. These points represent the
centre of all the sampleplots which fell into each of the classes in order to
simplifythe overall picture. If the full spread of points were included, there-.
wouldbe a great degree of overlap between the classes,as shown in Figiire-1.=-
Neverthelessboth hyper-class one and eight are separated to some degree
fromthe other classes, suggesting that there are major differences between
these two and the other six classes. This is supported in ecological terms
since in the former case the vegetation is the result of cultivation practices
whereas in the latter the vegetation received no inputs from agriculture, only,:
a loss of nutrients by leaching and removal of sheep. A similar separation
was reported in the Cumbria Survey carried out in 1975. The third axis
identifies a small group of classes which are linked by association with high-
water levels. These three gradients i.e. nutrient level, shade and-waterlevel
can be recognised in the main vegetation analyses and it is interesting to note
their pre-eminencewithin the totality of British vegetation.
3.1.6 A critical question posed at the initial stage of interpretation was whether the -
unified analysis adequatelyrepresented the variation within the plots or
whether the differencein quadrat size overrode ecological affinities. The
simplest way to examine this was to compare the frequency of the principal
types of plots i.e. whether they were at random, by hedgeS,streains, verges or
targetted within the classes. The interpretation of these diagrams, one
example of which is shown in Figure 4 and the remainder in Appendix 3,
confirmed that there were complex mixtures of differentplot types within
many of the classes, although some classes tended to be dominated by certain
categories. These could be explained ecologically,as demonstrated in Figure
5 in which the hyper-classesone and eight are almostcompletely dominated
by the random plots which would be expected, as these extremes cover
extensive areas of open countryside throughout GB. Bycontrast hyper-class
two, the tall grasslands, is usually associated with linear features which fits
knowledgeof its ecology. Similarly hyper-class seven constitutes mainly of
the targeted plots, suggestingthat in the uplands these plots were selected in
upland grassland or flushes which are more species rich than the surrounding '-
heaths and bogs, within which they are intimatelymixed.
12
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3.1.7 As mentioned in the MethodologySection. the classes are arbitrarypoints
along a continuum. An illustrationof this is shown in Figure 6 where the
average cover of some of the most important species in British vegetation has
been smoothed across the classes. Within this diagram Lolium, occurs at the
eutrophic end of the gradient, but shows considerable overlap with
Arrhenatherum, although not necessarilywithin the same quadrats. Agrostis
capillaris covers almost the entire range of classes whereas Calluna and
Eriophorum vaginatum only occur in the more upland classes. The wide
ecological range of species with high cover emphasises the difficulty in
using dominant species to identify vegetation classes which are determined
by the full species compliment.
3.1.8 Any given kilometre square will contain combinations of the different
vegetationclasses and the patterns may be described firstly within the
landclasses and secondly within the four landscape types described in the CS
1990 Main Report. Figure 7 shows the frequency of the classes within the
four landscape types and indicates the complexity that is present within the
series. The arable landscapehas a degree of overlap, mainly between Classes
41 and 57, with upland landscapes,but otherwise the two extremes are
mutuallyexclusive. The marginaluplands contain a wide range of vegetation
classes expressing the contrastsbetween the vegetation of the valley bottoins -
and the upland areas, and the surrounding matrix of upland vegetation. One
class 41, a lowland grassland, is present in appreciable quantities in all four
landscapes, reflecting the fact that it can occur in a wide variety of situations.
The heights of the columns also demonstrate the abundance of the relative_ .
extent of the classes, thus class 15, which is typical of overgrown roadsides,
is the most common in arable landscapes but is also present in significant
numbers in the pastural landscape. Similarly class 31, a highly modified
eutrophicgrassland, is the most abundant in pastural landscapes and is also --
widely present in arable landscapes . When full descriptions are availableof •
the classes (as shown in Figure 10) these will be used to describe the
landscapes in terms of their detailed vegetation composition.
3.1.9 In the ECOLUC Report variouspresentations of vegetation data were given
to express the degree of variation within British landscapes, but a completely
integrated view could not be presented. The unified classificationenables
this analysis to be carried out and is presented in Figure 8,_wherethe
landclasses are ordered from those containing lowland vegetation to those
with upland characteristics. Surprisingly,even in the intensively
management arable landscapesof the lowlands of E. Anglia (landclasses 12,
4, 11 and 3) there is a similar degree of variation to the remainder of the
lowlands. This is because small fragments of vegetation still remain in the
landscape in the various plot types and as expressed by the variation within
the vegetation classes. The four land classes containing the largest number of
plot classes are all within the pastural landscape (15, 16, 5 and 6). The major
division is however between the lowlands and the marginal upland and
uplands that i.e. that from landclass 17 up to 30. These latter have distinctly
fewerplot classes present compared with the lowland series, although
individual land classes e.g. 17,28 and 29 have larger numbers than some
individual ones in the lowlands. If mean figures alone had been presented at
the landscape level, this variationwould have been omitted. This breakdown'
is explored further below in the analysisof the differentcategories of plot
13
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3.1.10 Figure 9 shows the comparison between land classes of the average number
of plot classes for the different elements of vegetation. Most of the plot types
are similar in their level of diversity - this is very surprising especially when it
is considered that the targeted plots were specificallyplaced in areas of more
superficiallydiverse vegetation. This consistencyis perhaps due to the
variationin vegetation at the landscape level being too complex to appreciate
using intuititivejudgement. Further analysis is required because it could well
be that some of the plot types may contain vegetationtypes unique to that
situation,which are not present elsewhere in the landscape. For example in a
non-woodedarable landscape the only likely vegetationwith woodland
affmities is likely to reside within hedgerows. The exception to this general
pattern is that the boundary plots in the uplands show less variability,
reflectingthe open nature of moorland landscapes. The lower level of
diversityoverall in the uplands corresponds with the overall variation in
occurrenceof plot classes discussed in paragraph 3.1.9 and again the division
after landclass 17. Thus, the present analysisat the landscape level supports
the generallyheld belief that there is more variation in the lowlands even
though it is compressed into linear features and fragmented sites, rather than
formingextensive areas.
3.1.11 Figure 10 presehts a demonstration of a layout which is designed to provide-a -
• basic description of the vegetation classes. One of the limitations of the CS
1990 Main Report was in the lack of adequate descriptions of the numerically
derived vegetationclasses. The trial layout of Figure 10 will be used as a
basis for discussionwith the DOE and with the conservation agencies on the
best formatto enable interpretation of the results. The relevant sections of —
Module 2A, which will provide the links between these classes and other
availableclassificationse.g. Phase 1 Survey will also be incorporated into the
descriptionsin due course. The short description included at present is based
on intuitive interpretation,but in due course will be fully quantitative e.g. the
linkage of a particular vegetationclass and soil type will be made by the
overlayingof the locationsof the plots with the soil maps produced by the
ground survey.
3.2 Interpretation of Change
3.2.1 Table 2 presents the gross changes in species number between 1978 and 1990
in all paired plots, regardless of whether the individual plot had changed
classes. There are 40 combinations of landscape types and vegetationhyper-
classes compared with 30 combinations in the comparable table of the CS
1990 Main Report, since there are eight hyper-classesas opposed to six
aggregatedgroups previously. Hyper-classone is directlycomparable with
the crops group of CS 1990. Hyper-classtwo represents a new aggregate
since this type of vegetation is not represented in the open landscapes which
were included in the comparable table in the CS 1990 Main Report. Hyper-
class three is comparableto the improved grassland, hyper-class four to the
semi-improvedgrassland, hyper-class seven to the upland grass mosaics and
hyper-classeight to the heaths and bogs. The single woodland class in CS
1990 Main Report is divided into lowland wood and hedges (five), on the one
hand, and acid woodlands (six) on the other. It must also be borne in mind
that in this analysis,using the unified classificationall plots are considered
14
together, regardless of their position in the landscape.
3.2.2 The results show that ten of the cells have increased in significance level or
have crossed the boundary into being significant, whereas previouslythere
was only an indication of the direction of change. Furthermore, the direction
of change in virtually all cases is the same as in the previous analysis. This
result suggests that changes are taking place at the landscape level since the
direction of change in differentelements must be in the same direction,
otherwisethey would cancel each other out. As commented previously,
species typical of meadows are known to have been lost from hedges, stream
sides and grasslands. It maybe that the processes causing these changes are
convergent, or on the other hand that different processes end up with the
same result. For example eutrophicationof stream sides may cause an
increase in species such as Urticaat the expense of more sensitive species
such as Valeriana, whereas an increase in nitrogenous fertiliser application to
a field would cause a similar change. The next stage therefore is to analyse
the landscape elements separatelyand to integrate the results with the
analyses currentlybeing undertakenin Module 6.
12.3 The major new finding is that the separationbetween the two woodland
hyper-classeshas revealed that the lowland woods and hedges are gaining
species, whereas the acid woodlandsare losing species very significantly.
l'his result was masked in the CS 1990 Main Report since the loss of species
in woodlands as a whole overrodethe differences between the two
contrasting situations. Taken in conjunction with the results from the
analysisconcerning plant strategytheory described below, this finding
-- --
suggests that the creation of a separate Module 1B wasjustified and that a -
work programme could well be necessaryto further investigate these
changes. Hyper-classtwo shows the smallest degree of change, perhaps
because it was already overgrownin 1978 and is relatively stable. Within the
upland context there is a markeddivergence between the upland grassland as
opposed to the heaths and bogs with the former having lost species, whereas
the latter has gained species significantly. This is perhaps due to the same
process of change acting on different starting points in vegetation terms since
these hyper-classesare intimatelymixed within a common matrix in the
uplands. Whilst this is true of the uplands and GB as a whole, a difference
has emerged between the pastural and marginal upland landscapes in that -
under the new aggregation,significant losses in both these classes are
reported in the pasture landscape,but significant gains in the marginal
uplands. The underlying structureof these changes willbe analysed further
in the next stage of the analysis.
3.2.4 Table 3 shows the significantchanges in individual species which have taken
place between 1978 and 1990 and which underly the changes in species
number reported in the previous section. Within the crops hyper-class 10,
individual species have declined significantlybetween 1978 and 1990. With
two exceptions, these are all broadly weeds confirming the shift, previously
reported towards graminaceousweeds - although there has been no actual
overall increase in species such as Alopecurus myosuroides. There are few" •
changes within the tall grass hyper-class,confirming the suggestion made
above that this category is relativelystable. In the eutrophic grasslands
hyper-class, although there was no significant overall loss of species a • •-•=-:sc-,
15
,-, c-;:t.-e.-~er,4tritastertrcsr--7-
„.
considerablenumber have changed significantlysuggesting that changes have
taken place not linked to species loss. In the lowlandgrasslands 23 species
have changed significantly in frequency,in all cases in a negative direction.
Whilst someof these species are not likely to be considered of conservation
significancee.g. Ranunculus repens, others such as Lotus corniculatus are of
importanceto conservation and reflect the loss of meadow species previously
reported. The pattern of change in the woodlandcategories is far from clear
with some evidenceof species indicative of disturbance e.g. Bromus sterillis
expanding in the lowland woods and Agrostis stolonifera expanding in the
acid woodlands,perhaps indicating eutrophication. In the upland grasslands
the situationmay well be confused by the impactof afforestation and newly
afforestedquadrats in 1978 need to be removed from the analysis before
further conclusionscan be drawn. Within the uplands it is interesting that the
Ericaceous species, Calluna and Erica tetralixhave declined, whereas Carex
binervis and panicea have increased.
3.2.5 Table 4 shows the significant changes in coverbetween 1978 and 1990.
Relativelyfew species achieve significant cover, over 5%, and the number of
species involved is therefore small. As expected the covers in the crop hyper-
class are vety low with some evidence of an increase overall in the cover of_
grasslandspecies, perhaps due to undersowing. Within the tall grassland - -
hyper-classthere are 11 species which have changed significantly, all but two
have increased in their cover and all are species from eutrophic or overgrown
situations - linking to the conclusions subsequentlydescribed in the section of
plant functionalstrategies. Within eutrophic grasslands there have generally
been reductions in cover which could be due to the increasing use of silage,
which leaves fields more frequently bare of cover than traditional hay
making. The woodlands show a similarpattern of decline in species
frequencywith a majority of species showing the same patterns. There are
few changes within the upland grasslands and in the moorlands the most
strikingchanges are the decrease in four Ericaceous species. As with the
previous section further analysis is required to separate the changes between
the different elements in the landscape.
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Figure 6.
Smoothed distribution of records for species in 100 plot classes
(Curves fitted by distance weighted least-squares)
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Figure 8. Averagenumberof plot classesin the kilometresquare
of the 32 land classesadded in a lowlandto upland
series.
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Gross change (19784990) m speaes numbers Mali paired plots.
Class Groups based on TWINSPAN analysis of all plots.
Land- Class No. of
scape Group Plots
GB
Mea n Mean Change
Species Species in
1978 1990 Mean
Prob. by
Paired
T Test
1 195 7.25 6.61 -0.64 0.162/ 127 13.32 13.83 0.51 0.264
3 319 12.50 12.50 -0.00 0.994
4 369 21.19 18.55 -2.63 0.000 4111*
5 150 12.53 12.79 0.26 0.667
6 122 20.82 16.50 -4.32- 0.000
7 210 22.10 20.74 -136 0.065 •
8 270 17.63 18.65 1.02 0.033 *
Arable
1 124 7.03 5.43 -1.60
2 118 12.07 12.67 0.60
3 130 13.26 11.61 -1.65
4 89 20.28 17.10 -3.18
5 76 10.76 12.92 2.16
6 12 25.08 20.58 -4.5
7 29.60 23.60 -6.4
8 8 11.25 15.50 4.25
	
0.005 ••
0.283
	
0.007 •
	
0.000 •**
	
0.013 *5
0.427
0.118
0.009
Pastural
1 65 7.71 834 0.68 0.371
100 14.39 15.04 0.65 0.406
_
147 . 11.89 12.71 0.82 0.162
4 165 21:01 17.56 -3.44 0.000 ***
5 71 14.34 12.45 -1.89 0.025 *
6 46 16.48 12.70 -3.78 0.002 **
7 27 24.26 19.96 -4.30 0.013 '
8 18 16.50 13.06 -3.44 0.026 *,
Marginal
Upland
1 4 H, 7.5 14.25 6.75 0.058
2 9 - 17.89 15.56 -2.33 0.098 *
3 32 12.06 14.29 2.29 0.055
4 35 12.06 14.29 2.23 0.055
5 3 1433 17.33 3.00 0272
6 25 20.80 13.84 -6.96 0.001 ***
7 65 17.77 20.37 2.60 0.027 *
8 35 12.05 14.29 2.29 0.055
Upland ,
10
19
	
9.60 11.80 2.2
	
2232 21.00 -132
0.128
0.538
39 - 24.64 21.44 -3.21 0.129
113 23.74 21.03 -2.72 0.013
209 - ' 18.90- 19.98 1.07 0.057
5*
-Table 3
Significant Changes in Species Frequency between 1978 and 1990 by hyper-class and by
landscape type AG = arable landscape, PA = pastural landscape, MA = marginal upland and
UP = upland.
Hyper Landscape Species
Class
1 AG Stellaria media
1 AG Poa annua
1 AG Polygonum aviculare
1 AG Matricaria matricarioides
1 AG Elyrnusrepens
1 AG Convolvulusarvenst
1 AG Veronicapersica
1 AG Polygonumpersicaria
1 PA Polygonum aviculare
1 PA Stellaria media
1 PA Matricaria matricarioides
2 AG Festuca rubra
2 PA Elymus repens
2 PA Heracleum sphondylium
2 PA Rumex obtusifolius
3 AG Lolium perenne
3 AG Dactylis glomerata -
3 AG Trifolium repens
3 AG Poa annua
3 AG Ranunculus repens
3 AG Holcus lanatus
3 AG Cerastiumfontanum
3 AG Plantago major
3 AG Phleum pratense
3 AG Rumex obtusifolius
3 PA Lolum perenne
3 PA Trifolium repens .
3 PA Poa annua
3 PA Agrostis stolonifera
3 PA Stellaria media
3 PA Elymus repens
4 AG Cerastiumfontanum
4 AG Plantago lanceolata
4 AG Agrostis capillaris
4 MA Ranunculus repens
4 MA Plantago lanceolata
4 MA Bellisperennis
4 PA Holcus lanatus
4 PA Trifolium repens
4 PA Cerastiumfontanum


PA Ranunculus repels.
4 PA Agrostis capillaris
4 PA Plantago lanceolata•
Direction of change Significance
level
4 PA Taraxacumagg.
4 PA Cynosurus cristatus
4 PA Bellisperennis
4 PA Achiilea rnillefolium
4 PA Phlearnpratense
4 PA Trifoliwnpratense
4 PA Prunelia vulgaris
4 PA Lotus corniculatus
4 PA Centaureanigra
4 PA Plantago major
5 AG Elymus repens
5 AG Bromus sterility
5 PA Arrhenathrum elatius
5 PA Elymus repens
6 PA Agrostis capillaris
6 PA Digitalispurpurea
6 PA Athyriumfilix-femina
6 PA Agrostis stolonifera
7 MA Nardus stricta
7 UP Anthoxanthum odoratum
7 UP Galium saxatile
7 UP Agrostis capillaris .
7 UP Festuca ovina
7 UP Plantago lanceolata
7 UP Carex binervis --
7 UP Carexpilulifera —
7 UP Eriophorum angustifolium
7 UP Viola riviniana
8 UP Calluna vulgaris
8 UP Erica tetralix
8 UP Trichophorumcaespitosum
8 UP Eriophorum angustifolium
8 UP Carexpanicae
8 UP Succisa pratensis
8 UP Juncus bulbosus
8 _ -UP Agrostis capillaris
8 UP Carex binervis
**
+
Table 4
Significant Changes in SpeciesCover between 1978 and 1990 by hyper-class and by landscape
type AG = arable landscape, PA = pastural landscape, MA = marginal upland and UP =
upland.
Hyper Landscape Species Direction of change Significance
Class level
1 AG Matricaria matricarioides
1 PA Loliumperenne
1 PA Trtfolium repens
2 AG Agrostis stolonifera
2 AG Arrhenathrum elatius
2 AG Elyrnusrepens
2 AG Festuca rubra
2 AG Callum aparine
2 AG Hedera helix
2 AG Sarnbucusnigra
2 PA Arrhenathrum.elatias .
2 PA Bromus sterilis
2 PA Hedera helix
2 PA Mercurialisperennis
2 PA Rubusfruticosus
2 PA Unica dioica
3 AG . Alopecurus geniculatus
3 AG Dactylis glomerata
3 AG Holcus lanatus
3 AG .1.oliumperenne
3 AG Phleumpratense
3 AG Rubusfruticosus
3 AG Trifoliumpratense
3 AG Trifolium repens
3 PA AgrostLsstolonifera
3 PA Cirsiumarvense
3 PA Elymus repens
3 PA Festuca nibra
3 PA Lolium perenne
3 PA Phleum pratense
3 PA Poa annua
4 AG Anthoxanthum odoratum
4 AG Callum aparine +
4 AG Urticadioka +
4 PA Agrostis capillaris .
4 PA Crataegusmonogyna +
4 PA Festuca ovina
4 PA Holcus lanatus
4 PA Hypochoeris sppileontodon spp.
4 PA Phleum pratense
4 PA Rubusfruticosul
4 PA Rumex acetosa
PA .• Taraxacuinagg.
-..,!ttiZN4IR--.;.
'
4 PA Urticadioica


4 MA Agrostis stolonifera


4 MA Cynosurscristatus


4 MA Dactylisglomerata


4 MA Festuca ovina


4 MA Holcus lanatus


5 AG Agrostis stolonifera


5 AG Bromus sterilis


5 AG Dactylis glomerata


5 AG Elytnus repens


5 AG Galiurnaparine


5 AG Hedera helix


5 PA Agrostis stolonifera


5 PA Crataegusmonogyna


5 PA Elymus repens


5 PA - Hedera helix +
5 PA Holcus moll&


5 PA ' Loliumperenne


5 PA Rubusfruticosus


6 PA Agrostis capillaris


6 PA Agrostis stolohifera


6 PA Festuca ovina


6 PA Quercusspp.


6 UP Erica cinerea


6 UP Galium saxatile +
6


Pteridium aquilinum.- - -


7 MA Agrostis capillaris


7 MA Callunavulgaris


7 MA Festuca vivipara


7 UP Agrostis capillaris


7 UP ' Danthonia decumbens


7 UP Eriophorum angusufolium


7 UP Festuca ovina


7 UP Nardus stricta


8 MA Calluna vulgaris


.8 _____MA _____ Trichophorutncaespitosum .


8 UP Agrostis capillaris


8 UP Agrostis vinealis


8 UP Calluna vulgaris


8 UP Erica cinerea


8 UP Erica tetralix


8 UP Molinia caerulea


8 UP Northecium ossifragum


8 UP Vacciniummynillus


**
**
**
**
ns
4. The Functional Analysis Applied to Countryside Survey Data
An initial analysiswascarried out using the CS 1990 Main Report categories in order to gain
familiarityof the proceduresand to assist with the interpretationof the results. This analysis
is included in Appendix4, but is not included here since it is considered more appropriate to
concentrate on the interpretation of the hyper-classesas interpreted above. Even so, the
hyper-classes in some cases contain plant species with such a wide range of initial strategies
that it has been concludedthat some comparisons should be carried out using the individual
constituent plot classes.
	
4.1 Strategy Theory and Functional Analysis
Strategytheory classifies plant species into functional types based on their
responses to gradients of productivityand disturbance, taking into account
the strategiesof plants in both the established and regenerative phases of
their life cycle. The extremes on the gradients of productivity and
disturbance are occupied by competitors (under conditions of high
productivityand low disturbance), stress tolerators (plants that can withstand
continuouslylow productivity imposed by nutrient stress) and ruderals
(exploiting sei/erelydisturbed, productivehabitats). These three functional
types are located at the corners of a triangular ordination with intermediate
types in between (19 types in total). Each type therefore has C, S and R co-
ordinates, that can be calculated for each plant species in the flora using a
dichotomouskey. The C, S and R co-ordinates (radii) therefore relate to and
can be defined by a whole set of attributes that contribute to a species' .
abilityto survive under given conditions of productivity and disturbance.
	
4.2 Functional analyses rely on empiricalrelationships between measurable
plant attributes and ecological processes, such as the relationships described
above.For example, plant species having higher potential relative growth
rates are found in sites of higher fertility.If a site is subjected to increased
nutrient input, then species with certain attributes will increase, whilst others
with a different set of attributes will decrease. Equally, analyses of the
vegetationpresent at a site at two points in time may show that certain plant
attributeshave increased whilst others have decreased. This can lead to
hypothesS regarding the processes of change that would produce such a
functionalchange in the plant species present at that site over that period of
time.
4.3 Strategic compositionof the vegetationhyper-classesderived by including all plots
surveyed in both 1978 and 1990 are shown in Figure 11.This therefore includes
linear as well as main plots.
Crops. Dominated by ruderals and competitiveruderals with
virtuallyno stress tolerators suggeststhe highly disturbed nature of this
vegetation.
Tall grassland. The highest percentage of competitive,ruderal and
generaliststrategies suggest a productive and moderatelydisturbed
system.
Eutrophic grassland. Essentially the same general composition as tall
grassland.Virtually no stress tolerators suggests a highly productive habitat.
31
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Lowland grassland. A more evenly distribution of strategies. More stress
tolerators and generalist species suggests a lower productivity habitat.
Lowland woods / hedges and acid woods. The general pattern is the same as
lowlandgrassland although the acid woodland appears to be less productive
as it has a greater percentageof stress tolerators.
Up/andgrass/and. The distribution of strategies is skewed towards the stress
tolerant end of the graph suggesting a less productive system.
Bogs and heaths. Mainlycomposed of stress tolerators, stress
tolerant competitorsand stress tolerant ruderals Withvirtually no competitors
and ruderals. This suggests a highly undisturbed and unproductive system.
	
4.4 The data were analysedin two ways to detect shifts occurring at different scales.
Firstly, all the plots that occurred in a hyper class in 1978 were analysedwith all
those that occurred in the class in 1990.This therefore included plots that
occurred in that hyper class in only one year. Secondly, only those plots that
occurred imthe hyper class in both years were analysed. The two approaches
yielded different results in some cases. These differences in results for the same
hyper-class can be explained as follows. The classes are taken to lie on a
continuum of intensity of management.Changes in management may tend to -- -
shift plots up the continuum. This may be detected by looking at the hyper class
in both years. However, within a hyper class, a small subset of plots maybe
subjected to managementthat drives change in the opposite direction. This could
	
• be detected by looking at smaller subsets of plots within the hyper class ignoring
those plots that have undergone major change and moved to another hyper class.
For example acid woodland maybe subjected to extensive eutrophication
sufficient to cause many plots to shift to the lowland woodland hyper class by
1990.These changes would be seen by taking the whole hyper class in each
year. Howevera subset of acid woodlands may not suffer eutophication and
may suffer slight dereliction. This may only be seem by looking at only those
plots that stayed as acid woodlandbetween 1978 and 1990.
	
4.5 Table 5 shows the analyses for all plots that occurred in the hyper-class in each
year. Table 6 shows analysesof only those plots that stayed in the samehyper-
class in 1978 and 1990. For each hyper-class, plots were divided into landscape
- - types and differentplot types (mainplots and linear plots) to gain a clearer - - -
picture of the changes occuning. Changes are expected to be different in hedges
than in the centre of adjacent fields. For clarity only those divisions showingthe
most complete story are presented.
	
4.6 Crops. In the arable landscapespecies with a high S-radius decreased. Short
lived species with a high R-radius and short lived seed banks with less lateral
spread, heavier seeds and taller canopies increased see Tables 5 and 6. Species
data show this to be due to huge increases in Galiurnaparine and Anisantha
sterilis. These are both large seeded autumn / winter germinating annuals. This
shift is thought to be due to the huge shift from spring sown to autumn sown
cereals favouring autumn germinatingannual weeds. The changes suggested
were essentially similar in the two methods of analysis. No process of change
was detectedin the pastural landscape.
Tall grassland. Hedge plots in the arable and pastural landscape (see Table 5)
are showing increases in long-livedspecies with greater lateral spreads that
flower later, are less ruderal and characteristicof more shady habitats, whilst
32
species of arable habitats are decreasing.This suggests dereliction of the
vegetation.The results for road verge plots n the arable landscape (see Table 6)
however indicate a different story..Decreasesin species of shady and wooded
habitats and increases in species of trampled habitats with a long lived seed bank
hint at increases in disturbance. No correlations were found for tall grassland
main plots.
	
4.8 Eutrophic grassland. Virtuallyno significant correlationsoccurred. Those that
occurred mayhave occurred by,chance. Eutrophic grassland may well have
undergone its extensive change prior to 1978 and any further consistent change
has not occurred.
	
4.9 Lowland grassland. Consistent shifts are in Table 5. Species with a high S-
radius, of shady and wooded habitats are declining. Species of trampled and wet
habitats with a high C-radius, greater lateral spread and specific leaf area are
increasing.This suggests eutrophicationof this system.Within this dataset, a
similar pattern is seen most strongly when the pastural landscape is analysed
separately, although the field distribution correlations are not so good. Table 6
shows that when plots that stayed in the same hyper-classbetween 1978 and
1990 are analysed, the consistent change seen is in the pastural landscape linear
plots i.e. hedges. Here the changes seen suggest dereliction.
4.10 Lowland woods and hedges. Table 5 shows taller species with higher leaf
nitrogen and C-radius, characteristicof more speciespoor habitats, increasing;
this suggests eutrophication and dereliction of the system.No more complete set
of correlations was found by splitting the dataset. Table 6 shows the results for
linear plots in the arable and pastural landscape i.e. lowland hedges. Species
showing increases have higher C-radius, higher leaf nutrient contents, taller -
canopies, greater lateral spread, later flowering and are characteristic of species
poor waste areas whilst decreasing species have low R-radii and S-radii. This is a
clear indication of eutrophication and dereliction.
	
4.11 Acid woodland. The indication of change (see Table 5) is clear cutWithvery
high significancelevels. Species of higher C-radius, higher specific leaf area and
greater canopyheight and lateral spread and which are characteristic of species
poor, shaded and wooded habitats are increasing, whilst species of higher S-
radius, grazed and trampled habitats are decreasing. This strongly indicates
eutrophication of this system coupled with dereliction. Nutrient input to this non-
agricultural system could be partly by atmosphericdeposition of nitrogenous
compounds.
	
4.12 Upland grassland. Significant increases in short lived species of grazed and
trampled habitats are seen in Tables 5 and 6. Table 5 also indicates reductions in
taller species of higher C-radius. These changes tend to suggest increased
disturbance possibly due to increased grazing pressure. Earlier functional
analysesshowed increases in stress tolerators, again possibly as a result of
grazing where more palatable, less stress tolerant species are preferentially
removed.
	
4.13 Bogs and heaths. No sets of correlationswere obtained that indicated any
consistentprocess of change. (See Tables 5 and 6). This is interesting as changes
did occur in upland grassland which often occurs as a single management unit
with bogs and heaths.
4.14 Current analyses therefore indicate the followingprocesses of change.
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Change to autumn sown cereals in crops in arable landscape.
Dereliction in tall grassland lowlandhedges.
Increaseddisturbance in tall grassland arable landscape road
verges.
Eutrophication of lowland grassland.
Eutrophication and dereliction of lowland woods and hedges.
Eutrophicalion and dereliction of acid woodlands.
Increased disturbance of upland grasslands.
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